BiblioCore
The BiblioCore catalog replaces
all the functionality of your
traditional OPAC while fully
integrating with your existing
ILS. BiblioCore provides patronfriendly features to help search,
explore, borrow and do more in
your online library.

The searching features are great!
Much easier to find items of
interest and narrow the search.
Boston Public Library Patron

Search
Your catalog is your number one service point for patrons
With roughly 70-80% of all traffic to your website heading directly
to your catalog, it’s crucial to ensure patrons can find what they’re
looking for and discover other relevant library resources and events.
Basic search: Easy and smart
Relevance ranking algorithms that
prioritize results based on your
collection metrics.
Patron-friendly facets: based on
flexible data mapping from your ILS
and your cataloging rules.
Facet searches by community
contributed content: tags, genre, or
rating.
Natural language detection to
ensure that patrons running
keyword searches for “new music”
or “kids movies” will find what they
are looking for.
Full native Unicode support for
searching (and displaying) world
language scripts.
Auto-suggest for subject and
author searches based on your
library’s authority records.
Did-you-mean? functionality
handles spelling errors in words
and phrases.
For zero search results: easy
customization of options, including
embedded live-help widgets.
Flexible enough to find call numbers,
ISBNs, local headings, and hundreds
of other data fields from the basic
search box.
Intelligent stemming and stop word
recognition make it easy to find
popular titles like The Help, and
ensures that a search for “wild” does
not find the author term “Wilder.”
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Advanced tools for staff and
power users
Extraordinary precision.
A diverse range of facets.
An intuitive form-based interface.
Unprecedented flexibility for complex
search queries, including the ability to
create and edit nested strings with
Boolean operators and wildcards.
Hundred of field specifiers allow
researchers to drill down into the
catalog.
Staff and patrons can use
Advanced Search to create autorefreshing queries such as “New
Spanish Fiction” with persistent
URLs that can be embedded on any
external site.
New
While You Wait: To ensure
that patrons always find good
recommendations that are available
(no holds queue), readalikes for
popular titles will automatically
display in the search results and on
the holds page.
Responsive, mobile-friendly design –
no apps required.
Coming soon
FRBR-ized search results to
streamline the browsing experience.
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I love the new “checked out” list,
the process for putting a hold
on a book, and the sort feature.
Great design. I’ve fallen in love
with the library all over again.
San Diego Public Library Patron

Explore
Change the way your patrons use the library
Features that bring the pleasure of browsing the stacks
to your online library experience.
The New Titles carousel is updated
automatically and features newly
arrived titles, on order titles,
multiple formats, and more.
Browse the Shelf provides a cover
view of titles with adjacent call
numbers: it’s like browsing the
physical shelf, but better!
Feature lists of pre-populated
award winners and bestsellers from
your choice of hundreds of awards

and respected media—no staff time
required.
Recent community activity: your
patrons can browse through titles
that have been rated, or reviewed,
by other patrons and staff
at your library.
Reviews and lists recommended by
your library staff are prominently
featured on the title record or
bibliographic page.

Feature in Catalog
Promote your library databases,
blog posts, and events alongside
search results.
Feature staff blog posts about
specific authors or titles in your
catalog. Promote your local
expertise.
Databases, blog posts and events
are linked via subject headings and
call numbers, rather than keywords,
to improve precision and control.

Borrow
We make it easy to get your collections into the hands of your patrons
Availability data where, when and
how your patrons want it
Up-to-date availability status.
Branch-level availability offered as a
facet from search results.
In-branch terminals can be
configured to highlight local
availability and call numbers.
“My preferred location” option
highlights item details and
availability from that location.
Ability to map and display different
item statuses: “available for
borrowing,” “available online,”
“available for in-library use only.”

Personalized login
Patrons select their own usernames;
no need to remember a 14-digit
barcode, but those who do can still
use their barcodes to sign on.

Streamlined account management
Clean, clear design and flexible
sorting make it easy to track
borrowing, due dates and renewals.

“Remember me” feature provided
for remote customers, along with
forgotten password support.

Fines display comes with various
payment integration options –
including the option of BiblioFines,
an additional module with an outof-the-box PayPal solution.

Easy, user-friendly holds
One-click holds that automatically
remember your preferred location,
with no additional logins required.

Account settings page provides
easy access to email and password
updates and privacy settings.

Holds management: suspend,
activate and view items ready for
pick up.

Patrons are never sent back to the
“old” account management area of
the ILS-powered OPAC.
Consistent look, feel and
user experience.

BiblioCore
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I love the new system/catalog
website. Love it! Love it love
it love it! So many fantastic
features – tags, reviews, lists,
recommendations! My book
nerd’s heart is all aflutter!
Excellent work, and thank you.
The Seattle Public Library Patron

eContent integration
A seamless discovery and borrowing experience
Integrate your eBooks and allow your
patrons to check them out right from
your catalog.

Patrons can find their holds
and checked out eBooks right from
their Account Management page.

Patrons can check eBook availability
in real time.

Overdrive, 3M Cloud, and Baker &
Taylor Axis 360 eBook integration is
available for all BiblioCore libraries
at no extra cost.

New: Want to feature eContent
in your catalog without adding the
records in your ILS? Ask about the
new BiblioCloudRecords Module.
Available now with OverDrive,
more content providers coming in
2017.

Do more
Keep Track, Recommend, Share
Build a sense of community around your catalog.
From reviews to staff recommendations, engaging content
keeps your patrons involved in their library experience.
Personal record-keeping tools –
beyond account management
The My Profile page makes it
easier to share, find and promote
recommendations, lists, and more.
My Shelves allows patrons to
organize everything they have read,
seen, and heard, or want to read, see
or hear in the future.
Privacy controls allow patrons
to choose to share, or keep their
content private.
The Borrowing History feed provides
patrons with the ability to view their
recent borrowing history on an optin basis.

Library staff recommendations,
readers’ advisory and reference built
right into the catalog
Staff can develop, annotate,
and share image-rich lists of
recommendations or subject guides
on any topic.
Creating community around
your collection
Patrons and staff can add ratings,
reviews, tags, and videos to items in
the catalog.
All community contributed content
is shared across all BiblioCommons
libraries, creating a critical mass for
all participants. With almost 8 million
registered BiblioCommons users,
there is always something to explore
in the catalog.

For more information contact us at info@bibliocommons.com
BiblioCore
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